Histological examination on edema formation in the rabbit brain exposed to head-down tilt.
Previous studies demonstrated that exposure to simulated microgravity, head-down tilt (HDT), caused cephalad fluid shift, increased capillary pressure in the head, and produced facial edema and nasal congestion. It is also known that exposure to HDT affects hemodynamics in the brain. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) velocity increases for at least 6 hours after the onset of 6 degrees HDT in humans. Intracranial pressure (ICP) elevates during 6 degrees HDT in humans and monkeys. However, there is little information regarding edema formation in the brain due to HDT except a morphological study reported by Kaplansky and colleagues who showed that perivascular edema occurred in the monkey brain after 7 days of 6 degrees HDT. Thus, it is interesting to examine whether edema formation occurs in the other animal model for simulation of microgravity, since several factors such as the duration of HDT, angle of HDT, and species difference may affect the result. In the present study, formation of brain edema was investigated by histological examinations in rabbits exposed to 45 degrees HDT for 2 days or 8 days. We hypothesized that HDT causes brain edema which can be demonstrated as extravasation of plasma constituents and histological changes.